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Governor Rick Perry is now talking about his
military roots in the Lone Star State. Perry’s nod
to his military service comes just days after he
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much while so many had so little.” But many
analysts are skeptical of Perry’s latest speech, and
they say his speech at the press club marked a
recent pivot to hawkish Republican foreign policy.
Instead of calling for smaller forces abroad, Perry
now appears to have reworded his speech to focus
on defending and expanding the military. That’s
because Perry walked back his previous calls to
cut back on the U.S. military presence around the
world, despite having taken credit for those cuts
when he was a governor. Now, he would like to
expand the military budget as a percentage of the
nation’s overall spending, leading many to wonder
if Perry had come around to the idea of protecting
U.S. national security interests through a larger
military budget. Perry, who has campaigned in
recent weeks to be chosen as Mitt Romney’s
running mate, struggled earlier this year to find his
voice as a candidate. But in a speech at the
National Press Club, a few days after his other
speeches in the run-up to the GOP presidential
primary, he made a hard pivot to 82138339de
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